
CLINICAL PARTNERSHIPS



modern back care in a

clinical setting 

For clinicians, there are also benefits to giving your patients the
Modern Back Care programme. As a clinic owner, Emily wants
other practitioners to have the right resources to help their
patients overcome back pain and thrive. 
Making an option for affordable programme prescription was one
of Emily’s first objectives when developing Modern Back Care. We
want you to be able to give the programme to as many people as
can benefit from it, and for that to provide a rewarding
renumeration stream to your own clinical business. 

For many patients, their
appointment time can be
overwhelming with so much
new information to take on. It’s
not an uncommon experience
as a clinician to feel like the
information you impart isn’t
being retained by your patient
between appointments. 

With Modern Back Care, patients
can take a comprehensive
resource home with them, to
browse and learn at their leisure,
taking the pressure off
practitioners.

HOW A MODERN BACK CARE APP PARTNERSHIP
COULD REVOLUTIONISE YOUR PATIENT EDUCATION 



 The other issue for practitioners is getting their patients
enthusiastic for exercise. While there are many digital
rehabilitation tools on the market, Modern Back Care places itself
across the role of physical rehabilitation exercise and mindset
tools for patients. We learn best when we understand why exercise
and movement is important for our recovery, and Modern Back
Care wants to help you give your patients the reasoning behind
their rehab. 

Once you have done some initial rehabilitation exercises with your
patient, it’s time for Modern Back Care to take them on the next
step of their movement journey. Giving patients the autonomy to
choose the exercises that feel most effective and beneficial for
them is what our app aims for. We want to empower patients to
discover a broad range of different stability, mobility and strength
exercises, and give them the confidence to move their bodies well. 



There are only so many hours in the day for patient appointments,
so as a manual therapist whether that’s a physiotherapist,
chiropractor, osteopath or sports therapist, there is only so much
you can do. Whether you work as a solo practitioner, or part of a
larger practice, often times your revenue will be a reflection of the
number of hours you work in a day. 
By offering products like Modern Back Care through a clinical
partnership, you can provide your clients with a quality digital
product that you know will make an impact on the progress of
their recovery, and help them better understand their back pain.

Modern Back Care app partnerships offer a massive discount to
clinics or practitioners purchasing multiple activation codes on a
monthly subscription, so they can be sold at retail price to that
clinic or practitioners patients. This model offers a high-profit, low
risk option for businesses new to retail, and a high-fidelity product
that patients love.  

 
 

the benefits of an app

partnership

Moving towards a more evidence-
informed practice, you want to make

sure your patients aren’t seeking
their information from unreputable

sources.
 

Many patients have made their
limiting beliefs around back pain a
lot worse after spending some time

putting their symptoms into an
internet search bar... 



With Modern Back Care, you can be assured that your patients are
learning principals of back care from a reputable source, backed
by the latest musculoskeletal, physiological and psychological
research. The program takes users through simple articles, audio
files and videos that simply the science into lay-terms that are
easy to understand. The information inside Modern Back Care will
reaffirm evidence-based practice principals, and help your
patients to continue to progress between appointments at home. 
 
The access codes for app partners give access to Modern Back
Care for a full 12 months, your patients can come back to the
information time and time again, refreshing their knowledge as
needed. They receive all the content and identical technical
support that a buyer direct to Modern Back Care would receive,
meaning you're hands-off once your patient has purchased their
access code.   
 

 
 

further benefits... 



what do patients

receive?

A practical understanding of pain science,
and how different biological processes

can impact their experience of back pain

Access to an autonomous exercise library,
where they can explore movements to

relieve pain and prevent future recurrence  

A working knowledge of their anatomy,
including their skeleton, muscles, nerves
and how these structures work together 

Mindset tools for overcoming chronic and  
acute back pain, and helpful advice for

mitigating the impact of back pain

AS PART OF THEIR 12 MONTH ACCESS TO THE
MODERN BACK CARE APP, THEY WILL RECEIVE;  



pricing structure

App partners can choose their monthly subscription
commitment, and increase or reduce at any time. If you'd
like to skip a month or cancel, just let us know at least 5
working days before the end of the month.  

Choosing the right subscription for your business is easy,
just select the number of program codes you would like,
and receive them by email at the start of each month. 

You simply forward an access code to your patient when
they purchase their Modern Back Care program from you.  

S T A R T E R

5 access codes a month
Full customer support after purchase

£ 4 5 . 0 0  P C M

I N T E R M E D I A T E

10 access codes a month
Full customer support after purchase 

£ 8 0 . 0 0  P C M

E X P E R T

20 access codes a month
Full customer support after purchase

£ 1 4 0 . 0 0  P C M



getting in touch

If you're ready to become an app partner, email us to
arrange a call. One of our team will be happy to explain
your options and help you set up your first monthly
receipt of access codes.  

partners@modernbackcare.co.uk  
 

 

Find more information at
www.modernbackcare.co.uk

 
Find us on social @modernbackcare 

 
 


